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INTRODUCTION
It is now well established that at sufficiently high temperature, magnetic irreversibility in Bi2Sr2CaCu208 (BSCCO) single crystals is dominated by a geometrical basrier acting against penetration of vortices into the sample.'4 Amongst other properties, the barrier determines the crystals' 'magnetic from the andysis of the third harmonic susceptibility ~3: the susceptibiity resembles that which would be measured for it (super-) conducting ring, a feature that leads to an apparent "negative transmittivity" if the AC flux density is measured The shielding of the sample interior by the superconducting edge current obscures the behaviour of the vortices in the bulk, and methods to circumvent the effects of the barrier should be considered when one wishes to study vortex pinning in BSCCO at small fields.
The ascending field branch of the irreversible magnetisation originating from an edge-or surface barrier has been shown to depend on the magnetic susceptibility as measured in a modest DC background field.4rs As was s . . are not visible from the surface, and provide preferential paths for enteringflux at tempthtures in excess of 30 K and fields above 50 Oe.
,tibility measurements, using frequencies 1.36 < f < 5565 Hz, an amplitudes 0.63 < ha, < 63 Oe, were perforked in DC fields HO of up to 10 T using the AC susceptometer at Argonne. The AC field was always
. oriented colinearly with the DC field, pardel to the sample c-axis. shows quite different pinning characteristics depending on whether the field is above or below a certain threshold d u e . Fig. 3(a) shows that between 30 and 40 K, 2 has a clear "second maximum" (at h H S p x 35 mT), and has a two-peak structure. These features correspond to a maximum in the bulk shielding current, and to the "second peak" that is usually observed in the DC magnetisation of BSCCO single crystals.' At H , , the third har-.
:monk amplitude shows a sudden drop, indicating that at fields above H , ' the sample's I( V)-curve is much more linear than at fields below it, an effect -, that is partly due to the sudden vanishing of the geometrical barrier at the
The screening due to the geometrical barrier also apparently changes by changing the AC frequency, as shown in Fig. 4 . This effect is unexpected since penetration over the barrier in principle requires vortex motion over a macroscopically laxge distance, which in our AC experiment, carried out well above the field of first flux penetration, should be comparable to the sample thickness d ks 81 ,an. The associated activation barrier was assumed €0 be prohibitively large.3 Two hypotheses can be advanced in order to explain the observed frequency dependence. First, flux penetration into the sample could be determined by a few "weak" points on the edge or along the defects in theinterior, sufliciently weak to permit vortex entry through thermal activation, resulting in a frequency-dependent penetration field. Second, it is known from magneto-optical observations that pinning remains present above 40 K,14 and that this opposes the internal redistribution of flux during the AC cycle. Thermal activation from the pinning potential is then responsible for the observed frequency dependence, the curves measured at lower frequency corresponding more closely to what is to be expected for screening by the / , fundamental vortex lattice phase tran~ition.l~-'~ .
. geometrical barrier only. In crystals with a low penetration field, such as the one under study, pinning should dominate over barrier irreversibility more rapidly when frequency is increased than in crystals with a high Hp.
In summary, the magnetic screening due to the geometrical barrier can be suppressed by the application of a sufficiently large AC field. This procedure allows the observation of the onset of strong bulk flux pinning in-
